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by Rahsmariah V. Bey
You Spring forth () with life and vigor, glad to be here. A place is provided for you
() so you can think and communicate who you are (). That place is home ()
wherein you cultivate, and, are cultivated. Here your self origins lay. In the early stages
of self origins your ability to think and communicate are affected one way or another—
good or bad. You are empowered with the authority to create or, your creations are
stunted (). Now you begin to analyze () what has been sowed, and how you will
serve self and others. All that is sowed will be reaped— The crop is you! You unite
your surroundings, your deeds, passions and actions and balance them () equally,
fairly, with justice. But desire takes its place (). Your desires are representative of the
inner you and they point directly to what you will aspire for ( ). At your final review,
( ) you determine how and what you will utilize from the crop of self. You are left
with goods, spoiled or fruitful. Now you must share (yourself) with the world ( ). You
pour your being onto and into the outside world which has to deal with you good or bad.
You can’t help but to do so, as you are part of humanity. Once you have exposed yourself to the world, it is necessary for you to recoil back into your own self doing or undoing ( ) into the recuperative waters to perfect self and be born again.

Positive Results of The Circle of Life
 One who enters on a positive level does not beome stuck in their own ego centered
passions, instead they become givers of dynamic energy that feeds the egos of others
positively.  One who does not become possessive becomes a provider to self and
family of others. One who thinks  good and positive thoughts, plants good seeds for
cultivation, of which, when nurtured  in a positive manner will always create 
good fruit, instead of crops of spoil. Upon analyzing  crops, one will distribute them
to serve others in a positive, uplifting manner.
All that is done in the dark will be brought to the light wherein it is understood, balanced,  in preparation for judgment. Herein ones true desires  are exposed indicating what they aspire
for. One will only utilize
that which is within its understanding and share
that which is in its reach. The process is then perfected , it ends
and begins again with the desire to produce an unspoiled, positive crop, and to reach
higher each time enhancing humanity.

Negative Results of the Circle Of Life
One who enters  on a negative level becomes hung up in egotistical pursuits that
serve only themselves with no recognition of the effects on others. One who becomes
obsessed with possessiveness  brings shame upon themselves. One who thinks negative thoughts  must realize that those thoughts will play themselves out with negative
manifestation. One who nurtures not,  will produce bad fruit which will in turn recreate  bad fruit for the spoil. One who has no discernment  will serve others with a
cruel hand.
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Things done in the dark will be exposed to the light and if they are not uniting  or
universal deeds, judgment of them will be stern. One cannot hide from their desires 
If their desires are based negatively, their aspirations
will be of a lower nature. One
who has produced spoiled fruit will not be useful
but will be abusive. If one shares
with the world
negative energies, thoughts and ideas, their service to humanity is
lacking. One who lives in an unrealistic
again from square number one.

negative manner will return to do it ALL

